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Abstract
Gene products are key players in the interaction
networks within a cell. We analyze an experiment
in which a yeast knockout library was assayed for
the effects of host gene deletion on the replica-
tion of Brome Mosaic Virus (BMV). These obser-
vations, integrated with the partially known yeast
interaction network, may be used to infer which
host processes and gene products are involved in
the mechanism of BMV’s replication. We approach
this task using Inductive and Abductive Logic Pro-
gramming (ILP and ALP). We use ALP to abduce
causal explanations for each observation, including
possible host interfaces with BMV. Some notable
aspects of our task that differ from previous work
usingabductioninsystemsbiologyincludeahighly
incomplete background model and a large number
of observations to explain. Additionally, we expect
that there are many interfaces between the host cell
and the virus, and that each abduced interface will
serve to explain a handful of observations. We de-
termine that ILP is unable to identify general, infor-
mative models that characterize host-virus interac-
tions accurately. Using ALP, however, we are able
to construct causal explanations that link multiple
observations to the same host interface.
Introduction
A complex network of interactions within a cell determines
its response to its environment. Many of the key players in
these networks are gene products; i.e., proteins and RNAs
that form important structures and catalyze reactions within
the cell. We have only partial knowledge of these networks.
However, in some cases we can shine a light into the “black
box” by selectively turning off genes and observing the re-
sulting change in the cell’s response. There exists a library of
strains of the yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae, for example, in
which each strain is deﬁned by having a single gene deleted
or modiﬁed to allow the gene’s expression to be suppressed
during an experiment [Winzeler et al., 1999]. Using these
deletion strains, we can perform high-throughput assays by
exposing each strain to the same conditions. These observa-
tions show us the ultimate effect of the loss of a gene on the
cell’s response to the conditions of interest. By integrating
these observations with a known partial network of intracel-
lular gene interactions, we may be able to infer which cellular
components and processes are involved in the response, and
suggest a more complete model of the network.
Viral infection is one particular condition to which a cell
might respond, and is one that is of particular relevance to hu-
man health. Brome Mosaic Virus (BMV) is a positive-strand
RNA virus, a member of the same viral family as Hepatitis C
and SARS. Understanding the BMV mechanism of replica-
tion may provide insight into the mechanisms of these high-
proﬁle, pathogenic viruses. The Ahlquist laboratory has ar-
tiﬁcially infected Saccharomyces cerevisiae knockouts with
BMV [Kushner et al., 2003; Gancarz and Ahlquist, 2008].
By augmenting the virus with a luciferase reporter, it is pos-
sible to measure the amount of viral replication in an infected
yeast colony. These assays have identiﬁed on the order of
100 host genes whose deletion or suppression signiﬁcantly
inhibits viral replication, and another 100 or so host genes
whose knockouts encourage replication. We are interested in
using computational methods to posit how these genes inter-
act with one another, and with the virus, affecting its ability
to replicate. Most genes are not directly involved in BMV’s
activity, but are instead part of some pathway that contains an
actual interface with the virus. Our primary goal is to explain
the causal chains that lead from deleted genes to potential in-
terfaces with the virus.
The network of relationships among gene products and
other molecules in S. cerevisiae is partially known, and is
represented in various on-line databases [Christie et al., 2004;
Stark et al., 2006; Pu et al., 2007]. For example, genes may
encode proteins that form complexes with each other or oth-
erwise physically interact. Or, they may catalyze reactions
along the same pathway. We hypothesize that we can use
these relationships to explain the BMV replication results in
the yeast knockout assays. Because the background knowl-
edge describing these networks of interactions has a rich re-
lational structure, Inductive Logic Programming (ILP) and
Abductive Logic Programming (ALP) represent compelling
approaches to the problem.
As a preliminary investigation, we frame the problem as an
inductive one. We wish to learn general rules for the concepts
“genedeletionsthatsigniﬁcantlyinhibitviral replication”and
“gene deletions that signiﬁcantly promote viral replication.”Dividing our observations into positive and negative exam-
ples of these concepts, we use the ILP system Aleph [Srini-
vasan, 2007] to hypothesize clauses for these concepts in
terms of our partial interaction network for S. cerevisiae.
The primary focus of our study, however, is on using Ab-
ductive Logic Programming to infer explanations to account
for the BMV replication observations. There are several no-
tableaspectsofourtaskthatdistinguishitfrompreviouswork
using abduction for systems biology applications:
• The available background knowledge for our task is
highly incomplete and likely contains some false-
positive assertions.
• Our abductive task involves constructing explanations
for a large number of observations (the results of hun-
dreds of knockout/supression experiments).
• It is likely that a large number of abduced predicates are
required in order to explain the observations. That is, the
virus may have many interfaces to its host cell.
• Our approach forms explanations that account for mul-
tiple observations, with each explanation consisting of
logical clauses that share the same abduced predicate.
In our ALP investigation, in contrast to our ILP experi-
ment, we want to construct a speciﬁc, causal explanation for
each BMV replication observation, rather than a set of gen-
eral clauses. These explanations require a vital piece miss-
ing from our background information: the actual host inter-
faces to the virus. These interfaces may be particular gene
products, protein complexes, or small molecules produced
by metabolic reactions. While the ALP literature typically
uses the word “explanations” to describe only the set of ab-
duced facts, we consider an explanation to consist of the en-
tire chain of literals describing the relationship between the
knocked-outgeneandtheviralinterface. Giventhatourback-
ground knowledge is so incomplete, we liberally hypothesize
multiple explanations (and consequently multiple ground ab-
ducibles) for each observation. Additionally, we attempt to
ﬁnd explanations that serve to explain multiple observations.
Related Work
Several studies have applied ALP, ILP, or a hybrid approach
to systems biology. Ong et al. (2007) apply ILP to pre-
dict gene expression regulation in yeast using time series
data. Their model uses the yeast interaction network to learn
clauses that cover genes showing similar expression patterns
over time. Our task does not include this temporal element.
Tamaddoni-Nezhad et al. (2006) use an Abductive ILP ap-
proach: they abduce the effects of a toxin on rat metabolic
enzymes, and use ILP to learn general clauses covering the
abduced facts. ALP is also applied in the Robot Scientist
project, which contains an abductive component used to com-
plete a model of yeast metabolic pathways [Reiser et al.,
2001].
One way in which our task differs from previous work in
abduction, and work integrating it with ILP, is that we do
not assume the background network is complete except for
the abducible predicate. Our background interactions are not
necessarilyactiveunderthesameconditions, andtheyarecer-
tainly incomplete. Additionally, we expect that the host cell
and the virus interact in many unique ways. Consequently,
we search for many unique, speciﬁc explanations, each cov-
ering a small group of observations, rather than a small set of
general clauses.
Data and Representation
We apply two algorithms to our problem: ILP, as imple-
mented in Aleph [Srinivasan, 2007], and ALP, as imple-
mented in ProLogICA [Ray and Kakas, 2006], with some ad-
ditions. Both algorithms require background information and
examples of a target relation, which we summarize below.
Data
For our examples, we use observations of gene knockout ef-
fect on viral replication, and assign each observation to a
class. The measured values represent the fold change in lu-
ciferase expression (implying viral replication) in a mutant
as compared to the wildtype. The observations from the
Ahlquist laboratory’s BMV assays cover 4887 genes, 615 of
which are essential genes [Gancarz and Ahlquist, 2008], and
4272 of which are nonessential genes [Kushner et al., 2003].
We process the measurements into one value for each as-
sayed knockout. The nonessential gene data includes mea-
surements from at most two successful trials; we use the av-
erage of the two as our value for that gene. The essential
gene data includes up to four measurements for each assayed
gene. Two separate trials were performed for each gene, with
measurements taken at two time points within each trial. We
average each time point over its two trials, and then take as
our value the time point with the greatest magnitude. We then
convert these measurements into fold changes. Finally, we
assign discrete labels to each measurement based on the fol-
lowing two relations.
Target Relations
Weconsidertwotargetrelations: oneclassifyinggeneswhose
deletion signiﬁcantly increases viral replication (up), and an-
otherclassifyinggeneswhosedeletionsigniﬁcantlydecreases
viral replication (down). Previous work has deﬁned thresh-
olds for what fold changes are considered signiﬁcant [Kush-
ner et al., 2003; Gancarz and Ahlquist, 2008]. For essential
gene knockdowns, a signiﬁcant fold change has a magnitude
greater than 6.0. For nonessential gene knockouts, a signiﬁ-
cant fold change has a magnitude greater than 3.0. We sum-
marize the two relations as follows:
• Down. Positive examples of this concept are genes
whose deletion or suppression signiﬁcantly inhibits viral
replication. Negative examples are observations of any
positive fold change (fold change greater than 0). Sam-
ple encoding: replication(ygl048c, down).
This division results in 122 positive examples and 1762
negative examples.
• Up. Positive examples of this concept are genes
whose deletion or suppression signiﬁcantly increases
viral replication. Negative examples are observa-
tions of any negative fold change. Sample encoding:replication(ypl011c, up). This division re-
sults in 88 positive examples and 2769 negative exam-
ples.
Note that both relations exclude a set of observations with
uncertain classiﬁcation: those with fold-changes between 0
and the positive or negative signiﬁcance threshold.
Background Knowledge
To represent the known yeast network, we assemble logical
representations of gene attributes and interactions in S. cere-
visiae. These include genetic interactions, protein-protein
interactions, post-translational modiﬁcations of transcription
factors, GO annotations, metabolic pathways, protein com-
plexes, and predicted protein complexes or functional units.
Each dataset is encoded using either a binary or ternary re-
lationship among atoms. Here is a brief summary of the re-
lationships that make up our background information, along
with a sample encoding.
• Physical and genetic interactions. These relationships
from the BioGRID database [Stark et al., 2006] de-
scribe observed physical and genetic interactions be-
tween genes. Sample encoding: physical(GeneA,
GeneB), genetic(GeneA, GeneB).
• Genetic interactions from expression proﬁles. These
datasets from Rosetta Inpharmatics, Inc describe the
quantitative effects of approximately 900 single gene
knockouts on the expression levels of most other yeast
genes [Hughes et al., 2000; Mnaimneh et al., 2004].
Hughes et al. include p-values calculated for each mea-
surement. We considered a measurement to be signiﬁ-
cant if its p-value is less than or equal to .01. As Mnaim-
neh et al. do not include p-values for their measure-
ments, we choose to keep those measurements with fold
changes of magnitude two or greater from wildtype ex-
pression. Sample encoding: upRegulates(GeneA,
GeneB) means that GeneA is necessary for transcrip-
tion of GeneB. We observe a decrease in GeneB ex-
pression when GeneA is suppressed or deleted.
• Post-translational modiﬁcations of transcription fac-
tors. Transcription factors are proteins involved in the
regulation of gene expression. Sometimes a transcrip-
tion factor requires modiﬁcation by another protein in
order to activate it. The loss of the gene encoding ei-
ther the transcription factor or the modiﬁer may result
in a different level of expression of the target gene, and
may indirectly inﬂuence the interface with the virus. We
use triplets from the PTM-Switchboard project [Everett
et al., 2008]. Sample encoding: tf ptm(Modifier,
TranscriptionFactor, TargetGene).
• Metabolic pathways and protein complexes. If a gene
product is involved in a metabolic pathway, its dele-
tion may inﬂuence activity downstream. Herrg˚ ard et
al. (2008) have aggregated known pathways from mul-
tiple datasets into one consensus model. We include
these pathway relationships between genes and metabo-
lites in order to suggest a uniﬁed explanation for groups
of genes whose knockouts result in similar effects and
which inﬂuence the same pathway. Sample encod-
ing: pathForward(A, B). A and B may be genes,
molecules, or protein complexes. For example, A may
be a gene catalyzing the reaction that produces molecule
B. The pathways are not linear; there may be multiple Bs
one step forward from any given A.
• Protein complexes. It is possible that the cell’s in-
terface with the virus is a protein complex. If this is
the case, the knockout of a gene integral to the assem-
blage or functioning of the complex should inhibit vi-
ral replication. We include a collection of manually cu-
rated, literature-supported protein complexes from the
CYC2008 project [Pu et al., 2008]. Sample encoding:
inComplex(GeneA, ComplexA).
• GO annotations. The Gene Ontology (GO) is a system
for annotating genes with terms that describe known at-
tributes of the genes [Ashburner et al., 2000]. The terms
cover three categories: Cellular Component, Molecu-
lar Function, and Biological Process. Sample encoding:
go(GeneA, GO:1234).
Recent studies have predicted clusters of genes which may
represent functional units. Many of these correspond to com-
plexes previously reported in literature.
• Predicted protein complexes. Pu et al. (2007) have
predicted a clustering based on high-throughput data
of protein-protein interactions. Many of their clusters
contain one or more previously reported complexes,
while others predict complexes. Sample encoding:
inComplex(GeneA, YHPT X) means that GeneA
is a member of cluster YHPT X.
• Modules and Complementing Module Pairs. Ulitsky
et al. (2008) present a method to cluster genes based on
genetic interactions, endeavoring to predict functional
units. Many of their resulting clusters, called modules,
correspond to previously reported complexes. They also
present pairs of modules, Complementing Module Pairs
(CMPs), which may represent pairs of functionally re-
dundant units. Sample encoding: inModule(GeneA,
ModuleA), cmp(ModuleA, ModuleB).
Hypothesizing Clauses using ILP
The ﬁrst question we consider is whether our experimental
observations of BMV replication can be explained by general
rules induced using a learning approach such as ILP. That
is, we want to assess the ability of ILP to learn meaningful
clauses that characterize the up and down classes in terms
of the relationships represented in our assembled background
information.
We use the Aleph ILP system [Srinivasan, 2007] for the
experiments reported in this section. Because the proportion
of positive to negative examples is greatly skewed, we deﬁne
a cost function for Aleph in which a positive example covered
by a clause has twice as much weight as a negative example.
We restrict Aleph to suggesting clauses covering at least three
positive examples, and search for clauses up to length four.
To evaluate the ability of the learning algorithm to induce
descriptions that capture meaningful generalizations of theTable 1: Results from the ILP experiment. Shown are pre-
cision (P), recall (R), accuracy (Acc.), and F1-measure for
the target relations, based on the results of twenty-fold cross-
validation. We also show the p-value for F1 calculated from
the results of the permutation test.
Relation P R Acc. F1 p-value
up 0.040 0.441 0.670 0.073 0.05
down 0.080 0.541 0.557 0.137 0.02
positive examples, we employ a twenty-fold cross-validation
methodology. In this procedure, we run the ILP algorithm
twenty times, each time leaving out 1
20 of the examples for a
test set. We evaluate the predictive accuracy of our learned
models by measuring precision, recall, and F1 (the harmonic
mean of precision and recall).
To assess whether the learned clauses represent speciﬁcally
how the host genes inﬂuence viral replication, as opposed to
simply characterizing groups of genes that are related in some
way, we use a permutation testing methodology. Permutation
testing here involves comparing the learning algorithm’s pre-
dictive accuracy on the given data to its accuracy on random
permutations of the observation labels. For both observation
classes up and down, we randomly partition the data into
positive and negative sets 100 times, keeping the class sizes
in the same proportion as in the original data. We perform
twenty-fold cross validation on each partition to acquire an
F1 score for that partition. The 100 resulting F1 scores rep-
resent our null distribution.
Results
Table 1 summarizes the performance of the ILP algorithm on
the test sets in terms of precision, recall, accuracy, and F1.
The rightmost column in the table shows the p-value for F1
as determined by the permutation test. With respect to the
F1-measure, we can reject the null hypothesis at the level of
p ≤0.05 for both the up and down relations. This result sug-
geststhatthelearnedAlephmodelsarecapturingsomemean-
ingful information about how the host genes interact with the
virus. However, the low precision of the learned clauses in-
dicates that the ILP approach is not able to characterize the
host-virus interactions with high accuracy.
In light of the low precision of models induced by Aleph
in these experiments, it may be more informative to examine
individual clauses produced by Aleph than to consider the set
of clauses as a whole. Most clauses learned for both target
concepts contain only literals from the Gene Ontology. These
clauses do not give us any particular explanatory advantage;
a tool such as the GO::Termﬁnder [Boyle et al., 2004] would
be better used to ﬁnd enriched GO terms among our posi-
tive examples, as it also assesses the statistical signiﬁcance of
shared terms. Other clauses identify entire protein complexes
represented by the positive examples for up or down. Some
of these complexes may provide insight into the mechanism
of the virus.
In summary, the results of this experiment suggest that it
may not be fruitful to use a standard inductive approach to
explain the viral replication observations. We conjecture that
Table 2: The ALP task.
• Given:
– A set of observations, e+, from the positive set of
down
– A logical encoding of the known partial network, B
– An abducible predicate representing what is
missing from the background information,
interface(X)
– A set of clauses for traversing B from an observa-
tion in e+ to the abducible predicate
• Do:
– Construct explanations for observations from e+,
using terms from B, and ending with grounded hy-
potheses for interface(X)
Table 3: Example explanation produced by ALP.
replication(efb1, down) :-
inComplex(efb1, cyc_121),
interface(cyc_121).
the ILP approach does not produce high-accuracy models due
to (i) the degree of incompleteness in the background knowl-
edge, and (ii) the likelihood that there are many distinct inter-
faces between the virus and the host cell.
Hypothesizing Explanations using ALP
The goal of our second investigation is to determine if we
can account for multiple down observations using a single
abduced predicate. For this investigation, we focus on the
relation down, because it is clinically relevant. The predicate
that represents the missing piece in our understanding of the
relationship between a knockout gene and viral replication is
interface(X), the actual host interface with the virus and
the ﬁnal step in an explanation. This interface may be a gene,
aproteincomplex, oramoleculeproducedduringametabolic
reaction. Table 2 describes the task.
An explanation takes the form of chain of relationships
leading from a gene knockout to a viral interface. The exam-
ple in Table 3 shows an explanation generated for the obser-
vationthatviralreplicationisinhibitedintheEFB1knockout.
In this case, the explanation is that the gene encodes a protein
that is in the Complex 121 from the Cyc2008 database, and
that complex is the viral interface. In EFB1-knockouts, the
production of complex 121 may be prevented, thus suppress-
ing the replication of the virus.
Background Knowledge and Model
As we would like to construct a speciﬁc, causal story for
each observation, we limit our background information to
terms that describe causal relationships between genes, com-
plexes, and metabolites. We include the following in our
background relations: protein complex membership, physi-
cal interactions, genetic interactions from expression proﬁles,post-translational modiﬁcations of transcription factors, and
metabolic pathway steps. We exclude genetic interactions for
which we do not know the direction of the relationship. Sim-
ilarly, we exclude GO annotations, which do not necessar-
ily capture direct relationships between genes. Additionally,
much of relevant information from the Cellular Component
subontology should be redundant with the protein complex
data.
We supply a simple logical model of the potential inter-
actions between a gene and an interface. These clauses dic-
tate how interactions from the background data may chain
together to form explanations. Within these clauses, we en-
force consistent behavior among genes in an explanation. For
example, if we are tracing the path from a gene to the in-
terface, no gene that appears along the path (including the
ﬁnal interface, if it is a gene) should belong to the set of up
genes. Additionally, with respect to genetic interactions from
expression proﬁles, we only allow those in which one knock-
out results in a decrease in the expression of another gene.
The clauses are presented in Table 4.
Methods
We use ProLogICA [Ray and Kakas, 2006] to perform ab-
duction, generating all possible explanations for each obser-
vation. We have added a slight modiﬁcation to the source
code so that ProLogICA outputs the grounded intermediate
goals satisﬁed in the process of abducing facts. We then pro-
cess this output into a set of coherent clauses in the form of
the one shown in Table 3.
We organize the explanations based on their shared com-
ponents, or tails, using a process related to the A Priori algo-
rithm for association rules [Agrawal and Srikant, 1994]. The
support of a shared tail is the number of distinct observations
found in explanations sharing that tail. We refer to a set of ex-
planations sharing a tail as an explanation group. An exam-
ple explanation group is shown in Table 5. The output of the
ALP process, then, is a set of these explanation groups. We
assess the power of this approach to explain multiple genes
under the same explanation. Again, we use permutation tests
to determine whether we cover signiﬁcantly more genes un-
der high-coverage explanation groups as we can with expla-
nation groups learned on randomly labelled data. We score a
learned set of explanation groups (all groups generated from
a set of observations) with its gene coverage. Here, we de-
ﬁne coverage as the number of genes that are covered by an
explanation group that covers at least a minimum number of
total genes. That minimum number we call support.
For each of the 100 permutation tests, we randomly draw
88 genes from our observation pool to label as up, and 122
genes to label as down. For these 100 partitions, we run the
ALP process as described above to acquire a set of expla-
nation groups. We score the set of explanation groups for
several values of minimum support.
Results
At a maximum clause length of ﬁve, ProLogICA constructs
19,154 explanations for the 122 positive examples of down.
85 observations generate more than one explanation. (All
observations generate at least a trivial explanation - that the
Table 4: Background model used in ALP experiments.
The observed gene itself may be an interface, or the gene
may be directly related to an interface.
replication(G, down) :-
interface(G).
direct(A,B) :-
tf_ptm(A,_,B), A\==B,
not replication(B, up).
direct(A,B) :-
tf_ptm(_,A,B), A\==B,
not replication(B, up).
direct(A,B) :-
upRegulates(A, B, down), A\==B,
not replication(B, up).
direct(A,B) :-
physical(A,B), A\=B,
not replication(B, up).
direct(A,B) :-
inModule(A,B).
direct(A,B) :-
inComplex(A,B).
To chain multiple entities in an explanation:
replication(G,down) :-
connect(G,A), interface(A).
connect(A,B) :-
direct(A,B).
connect(A,B) :-
not direct(A,B), direct(A,C),
connect(C,B).
A special case. Pathway relationships are only causal
within the context of a metabolic pathway. Once our ex-
planation enters a pathway, all downstream entities in the
explanation must be steps forward along that pathway.
connect(A,B) :-
connectPathOnly(A,B).
connectPathOnly(A,B) :-
directPath(A,B).
connectPathOnly(A,B) :-
not directPath(A,B), directPath(A,C),
connectPathOnly(C,B).
directPath(A,B) :-
pathForward(A,B), A\==B,
not replication(B, up).Table 5: An explanation group sharing the tail
interface(ole1), which covers ﬁve observations.
replication(pre1,down):-
physical(pre1,rpt4),
upRegulates(rpt4,ole1,down), interface(ole1).
replication(rpt6,down):-
physical(rpt6,rpn8),
upRegulates(rpn8,ole1,down), interface(ole1).
replication(rpt6,down):-
physical(rpt6,rpt4),
upRegulates(rpt4,ole1,down), interface(ole1).
replication(rpt6,down):-
physical(rpt6,rpt2),
upRegulates(rpt2,ole1,down), interface(ole1).
replication(rpt6,down):-
physical(rpt6,erv25), physical(erv25,ole1),
interface(ole1).
replication(ubp6,down):-
physical(ubp6,rpt4),
upRegulates(rpt4,ole1,down), interface(ole1).
replication(ufd4,down):-
physical(ufd4,rpt4),
upRegulates(rpt4,ole1,down), interface(ole1).
replication(yip5,down):-
physical(yip5,rsp5),
tf_ptm(rsp5,spt23,ole1), interface(ole1).
Table 6: Results from the ALP experiment and permutation
tests. For each row, explanations groups covering at least a
minimum number of genes are considered; this number is in
the Minimum Support column. The Coverage column dis-
plays the coverage of the set of explanation groups produced
using the actual data. We calculate the p-value to be the num-
ber of random partitions with a coverage at or above that of
the actual data. For minimum support of 2-13, no random
partition scored higher than the actual data.
Minimum Support Coverage p-value
2 106 < 0.01
3 83 < 0.01
4 74 < 0.01
5 67 < 0.01
6 62 < 0.01
7 46 < 0.01
8 39 < 0.01
9 39 < 0.01
10 36 < 0.01
11 33 < 0.01
12 31 < 0.01
13 31 < 0.01
14 22 0.01
knockout gene is the interface.) With 10,769 explanations,
theobservationforthegeneYGL048C/RPT6generatesbyfar
the most. This gene regulates the expression of many other
genes, and it has high degree in the background network. The
highest number of observations sharing one tail is 14. With
respecttoexplanationgroups, weassemble5,924groupscov-
ering at least two genes; this collection covers 106 genes out
of 122. The coverage of explanation groups at other levels of
minimum support, as well as the p-values for the permutation
tests, are shown in Table 6. For all values of minimum sup-
port from 2-14, p ≤ 0.05. The number of genes we can cover
using high-coverage explanation groups is signiﬁcant at the
95% conﬁdence level. This suggests that our model is captur-
ing information about the host-virus interactions, rather than
other, irrelevant interactions between genes.
Example Explanation Groups
We partially recover a subnetwork of interactions previously
identiﬁed by the Ahlquist group. This subnetwork indicates
that OLE1’s involvement in lipid metabolism is important to
BMV replication. The underlying explanation, as described
by Gancarz and Ahlquist (2008), is as follows: RSP5 tags
transcription factor SPT23 for activation by the proteasome.
The proteasome activates SPT23, allowing SPT23to enterthe
nucleus and activate the transcription of OLE1.
Our OLE1 explanation group tells part of the same
story. Table 5 shows the explanation group sharing the
tail interface(ole1), while Figure 1 depicts the group
graphically. RSP5modiﬁesSPT23, whichactivatestranscrip-
tion of OLE1. Several genes in the proteasome (RPT4, RPT2,
RPN8) up-regulate OLE1. While we do not have observa-
tions for the effects of these genes on viral replication, they
physically interact with other genes in the proteasome (RPT6,
PRE1, UBP6, UFD4) that are examples of the down rela-
tion. Additionally, the explanation suggests that the decrease
in viral replication in the YIP5 knockout may be related to its
physical interaction with RSP5. It also suggests another path
from the proteasome to OLE1: RPT6 has a physical interac-
tion with ERV25, a gene with inconclusive inhibitory effect
on the virus. ERV25 in turn interacts with OLE1. It is worth
noting that these explanations highlight the incompleteness
of our background network. Genetic interactions from ex-
pression proﬁles relate the proteasome to OLE1 in one step,
rather than through SPT23.
As noted previously, some clauses produced by Aleph dur-
ing our ILP experiment suggest complexes or genes to fur-
ther investigate. However, our ALP approach may produce
richer explanations than ILP. We consider, for example, the
YHPT 3 complex, which contains 40 genes and is involved
in transcription from the promoters of RNA polymerases I, II,
and III. While the YHPT 3 complex appears in both an ILP
clause and in an ALP explanation group, the latter provides a
larger context.
Figure 2 provides a graphical representation of an ALP ex-
planation group for the abducible interface(yhpt 3).
This group was learned under a maximum clause length of
four. ILP learned the clause replication(A,down):-
inComplex(A, yhpt 3), which covers the knockouts
for RPB3, RPA34, RPC19, SPT4, RPC19, and DST1. WhileFigure 1: Graphical representation of the explanations with
the tail interface(ole1). Five observations (YIP5,
RPT6, UBP6, PRE1, UFD4) are covered by this interface.
The genes involved in the proteasome complex are outlined
by an ellipse. For clarity, we do not depict all of the physi-
cal interactions among the constituents of the proteasome. It
should be noted that the proteasome comprises more genes
than are pictured here; this image only contains those genes
that appear in the explanations produced by ALP.
both representations cover the same complex, the explanation
group also indicates that the knockouts for RPT6 and DOP1
may inhibit viral replication by inhibiting the expression of
the genes RPB5, RPB10, RPA43, and RPA34 in the YHPT 3
complex.
Discussion
In summary, we investigated the application of ILP and ALP
to our observations of yeast knockout effect on BMV repli-
cation. Our inductive approach was unable to learn general
modelstocharacterizevirus-hostfactorinteractionswithhigh
precision. Using ALP, we abduced explanation groups link-
ing multiple host genes to the same interface with the virus.
Based on the results of permutation tests, it appears these
groups capture information about virus-host interactions. We
were also able to recover an explanation group previously
identiﬁed by the Ahlquist group.
Our investigation thus far has suggested many ideas for fu-
ture work, both in application and algorithm development.
As was highlighted by the OLE1 situation, it would be
worthwhile to supplement our current background informa-
tion with other types of intracellular relationships. For ex-
ample, we may integrate additional transcription factors and
post-translational modiﬁcations. It will be necessary to fur-
therdeveloptheALPalgorithm, improvingthemethodforor-
dering and grouping explanations. We also plan to investigate
the possibility of integrating other data sources into the scor-
ing of possible explanations: for example, genetic interaction
Figure 2: Graphical representation of explanations for eight
down genes (RPB3, RPA34, RPC19, SPT4, RPC19, DST1,
DOP1, RPT6) all sharing the tail interface(yhpt 3).
YHPT 3 contains 40 genes; only genes involved in the ALP
explanation group learned with a maximum clause length of
four are depicted here.
data and the quantitative measurement of a knockout’s effect
on viral replication. Much current research focuses on the in-
tegration of ALP and ILP. It is possible that by running ILP
again on our background knowledge, plus the abduced host-
virus interfaces, we may hypothesize additional clauses relat-
ing a knockout gene to a proposed interface. These clauses
may be used supplement the model used in ALP. Lastly, we
hope in the future to investigate our explanation groups with
wet-lab experiments. We envision an exchange between the
computationofhypothesesandtheexperimentalinvestigation
thereof; however, we currently have no ofﬁcial plans.
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